CHALLENGE:
Win a client by pitching the most collaborative way to complete a project.

There have now been two very successful industryREdesign workshops focused on how to encourage deeper collaboration within the industry. This report includes the learning from the second workshop conducted on April 6th 2017.

IndustryREdesign is an exclusive series of workshops that uses a cross-industry, cross-generational approach to creating solutions for our industries greatest challenges.
In our second workshop, we challenged attendees to win over a client with a project kickoff meeting approach that inspired the most collaboration. Attendees were broken into groups: Four “firms” and one “client”. The “firms” were given a fictitious project (build a habitat for a Mars expedition) and had to design and present their approach to the client. The “client” then weighed in and deliberated on the best elements of each approach. This report is a summary of the key themes revealed.

What ideas came out of the workshop that attendees agreed inspired collaboration?

Mock-ups and models - whether they be physical or computer generated, having models that all of the members of the team can see and interact with, will invite more collaborative and creative conversation and help identify problems early.

Only create, never blame - what if contracts were designed to promote problem solving rather than finger pointing? No matter what happens along the way, it’s not about seeking blame, rather, creating for a path forward.

Collaboration specialists - the degree to which collaboration is effective is the degree to which the relationships people are in are healthy. There are credentialed experts in relationship building and collaboration, why not have one on your team?

Thoughtful planning - It’s not realistic to have a plan that assures all will go perfectly. Rather it’s having a plan that is thoughtfully developed around the notion that things will go wrong, and includes a way to flexibly deal with that reality.

Strength of culture - you can let culture happen, or you can create an environment that the kind of culture you want can grow and flourish. This requires a clear vision and set of values to live by and strong leadership to fight for and defend those values. A strong culture will go a long way to have a team that can handle change and surprise much better than one without one.

Dynamic interactions - the work at home movement is breaking down, as the convenience of working from home is now clearly outweighed by the value of spontaneous interactions only proximity allows for. Demonstrate how you will use space, technology or other methods to ensure interactions.

Feedback, early, often, always - one of the teams suggested they build two projects at the same time. One for playing with (perhaps at smaller scale, or with cheaper materials), one being the final product going to Mars. This would allow for real-time testing and feedback to be happening, and give the team time to response to feedback during construction, not after when it is too late, or too expensive.

Go beyond what you know - borrowing ideas from other industries or fields of study that could benefit a project isn’t just a good idea, it is the basis for collaboration at a higher order. You don’t have to be the expert at everything, but you do need be an expert at inviting them into the conversation.

Set yourself up for success - If you don’t have the tools to best demonstrate your thinking, create them! Whether it be through story, visuals, activities - set it up so your ideas are not only communicated, but have been presented in a way that others who need to sponsor them have what they need to carry them forward.

The breakthrough

On the surface, this workshop seemed outlandish. What client is going to pick a firm based only on their ability to inspire collaboration? And, who is really going to contract the construction of a habitat on Mars in this kind of setting? However, when you read the ideas above, do any of them seem that outlandish to you?

The group came to the realization that a lot of these ideas aren’t new, and many of the firms represented at the workshop, practice them in some form. However, collaboration became the context that had these ideas make sense to the client. Because collaboration makes sense. It results in better quality projects, built more quickly, for less overall cost and waste, while being a more enjoyable experience for all.